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MOTOR TRANSPORT NETWORK IN THE WESTERN REGION OF UKRAINE
AS A FACTOR OF TOURISM INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT

В. С. Грицевич, Х. Е. Подвірна, М. І. Сенків. АВТОТРАНСПОРТНА МЕРЕЖА ЗАХІДНОГО РЕГІОНА УКРАЇНИ ЯК ЧИННИК РОЗВИТКУ ТУРИСТИЧНОЇ ГАЛУЗІ. У представленій статті вивчено суспільно-географічні особливості взаємного впливу автотранспортної мережі великого міжобласного регіону та туристичної галузі цього ж регіону. Охарактеризовано в розрізі всього обласного Західного регіону України мережу автомобільних шляхів за значенням (міжнародні, національні, регіональні та інші) і в її основних узлових точках, серед яких посідають автомобільні доріжки обласного та міського значення. Охарактеризовано автотранспортну доступність видів туризму, виявлено партнерські відносини з обласним та міським туризмом в області. За результатами дослідження, автомобільні шляхи та дорожні комплекси області мають велике значення для розвитку туристичної інфраструктури Західного регіону України. Як чинник розвитку туризму, автомобільні шляхи та дорожні комплекси області мають велике значення для розвитку туристичної галузі Західного регіону України. Як чинник розвитку туризму, автомобільні шляхи та дорожні комплекси області мають велике значення для розвитку туристичної галузі Західного регіону України. Як чинник розвитку туризму, автомобільні шляхи та дорожні комплекси області мають велике значення для розвитку туристичної галузі Західного регіону України.
Analysis of recent research and publications. The study of this issue is focused on relatively few publications. In the paper [16] the category of human and geographical knowledge of the world is proposed, the forms of volatility and organization of the world are described, the connection of the population movement with its potential is shown, and the population groups are listed in relation to its social movement. Based on the study of the transport networks in the Carpathian region of Ukraine, definitions of the concepts of a multimodal transport line, a multimodal route, a multimodal transport node and related concepts have been given by the authors [15]. Classification of the transport nodes has been carried out, the international transport corridors of the region in connection with the multimodal routes as well as the graph of the multimodal routes of the Carpathian region of Ukraine have been studied, and the problems of their territorial organization have been discovered. The motor transport microposition in urban settlements in the Western region of Ukraine has been studied and its impact on transport and logistics activities in the region has been analyzed by the authors [13]. The topology of the motor transport network of the Western region of Ukraine has been characterized by oblasts. The relations between transport and logistics activities and characteristics of graph of the motor transport network have been established. In the paper [10] a system of mathematical and geographic models of the hotel industry of the region, a method for calculating the integral indicator of hotel establishments of the district for absolute indicators has been developed. Relative indicators of the first and second levels, the integral index of absolute features for hotel establishments of the region is analyzed, the state of international tourism in hotel establishments of Lviv oblast is studied. The paper [11] highlights contemporary regional and dynamic aspects of international tourism in the Carpathian region of Ukraine. The authors analyzed the quantitative dynamics of international tourism in this region during 2000-2010 within the administrative oblasts of the region. Administrative oblasts with a high and average share of tourists traveling abroad are indicated. A comparative description of these indicators with those of 2004 has been carried out. In the paper [19] logistic mechanisms of international tourism activity of Ukraine is analyzed, factors of development of international tourism in Ukraine, characteristics of international tourist flows and financial flows in international tourism of Ukraine are presented. The influence of international transport corridors on the development of logistics of international tourism in Ukraine is studied. In the paper [17] the authors have studied distribution of logistic companies in the oblasts of the Western Ukrainian borderland, identified the main logistical centers within them. Transport and distribution logistics subjects in oblasts of the Western Ukrainian borderland were studied. Railway and automobile networks in western oblasts, features of railway and automobile cargo flows there have been described. The method of numerical estimation of transport and logistics potential index for the border oblasts is proposed. Transport and logistics index of the oblasts of the Western Ukrainian borderland has been calculated.

Direct relationship of global tourism growth with a significant increase in transport networks has been noted by the authors [18]. Transport is considered through various levels, including the level of interstate regulation, national government and how this affects forms of tourism, as well as marketing and management of transport operations. In addition, article [20] provides conclusions on the future of transport and tourism, including the management of environmental impacts and new forms of tourism related transport. The article analyzes vehicles used by the largest tour operators in Poland. The study is based on in-depth analysis and use of tourism and transport resources. The results show a large concentration of services for organized tourist traffic on a small number of wholesale transport intermediaries. In general, the analysis shows the leisure travel market in Poland, as being in the early stages of development.

Selection of previously unsettled parts of the general problem. In this research the motor transport infrastructure of the region as part of general infrastructure is considered, and tourism industry of the region as part of service sector. This allows to specify and to study in-depth the peculiarities and specifics of the mutual influence of the motor transport network and specific types of tourism in the Western region of Ukraine.

Formulating the purpose of the paper. The purpose of the paper is to analyze the motor transport network in the Western region of Ukraine from the point of view of geography and population and to identify the most developed types of tourism in the region as well as their geospatial interdependence.

Presentation of the main research material.
Motor transport network in the Western region of Ukraine.

The network of public automobile roads in the Western region of Ukraine (Fig. 1) is 42,308.2 km, 98.2% of which have a hard covering.

Lviv and Khmelnitsky oblasts have the largest length of public automobile roads in the region, Chernivtsi and Zakarpattia oblasts have the smallest length. Ivano-Frankivsk and Chernivtsi oblasts have 0% hard cover automobile roads. This indicator is lower in Zakarpattia (99.7%), Ternopil (99.5%),
Khmelnitskyi (99.3%), Rivne (98.6%), and Lviv (97.9%) oblasts. The lowest share of hard covered automobile roads is in Volyn oblast (92.9%).

The average density of public automobile roads in the Western region of Ukraine is 322 km/1000 km². The maximum values of public automobile roads density are typical for Lviv, Ternopil, Chernivtsi, and the minimum values – for Rivne and Zakarpattia oblasts. The average density of public automobile roads with hard covering for the Western region of Ukraine is 317 km/1000 km². As in the case of public automobile roads, maximum values of the density of automobile roads with hard covering are typical for Lviv (376 km / 1000 km²), Ternopil (359 km / 1000 km²), Chernivtsi (358 km / 1000 km²), the minimum – for Rivne (253 km / 1000 km²) and Zakarpattia (261 km / 1000 km²) oblasts.

There is a direct interdependence between the indicators of the average density of public automobile roads and the number of hotel business enterprises in the Western region of Ukraine. The number of hotel enterprises located in these oblasts (Lviv, Chernivtsi oblasts) increases with the increase in the density of public automobile roads. The exception is Ivano-Frankivsk and Zakarpattia oblasts with rather moderate average density of public automobile roads compared to other administrative oblasts and a
large number of hotel enterprises.

The maximum length of international automobile roads is in Lviv oblast, national – in Ivano-Frankivsk and Lviv oblasts, regional – in Khmelnitskyi and Ivano-Frankivsk oblasts, and territorial – in Khmelnitskyi, Volyn and Lviv oblasts. The automobile roads of I and II categories, technical parameters of which correspond most closely to modern European and world requirements, are 3987.7 km in the Western region of Ukraine, that is, 9.6% of the total length of the roads. Lviv oblast has the highest rate of such roads in the region – 26% of the total length of such automobile roads in the region. The lowest rate of automobile roads of I and II categories is in the Chernivtsi oblast (6% of the length of such roads in the region). Almost in all oblasts of the Western region of Ukraine automobile roads of IV category predominate, while in Zakarpattia and Chernivtsi oblasts V category roads predominate.

Fig. 2. Dynamics of foreign tourist flows in the Western region of Ukraine, 2000-2017

Development of tourism in the Western region of Ukraine.

Tourism industry traditionally is one of the specialization areas in the economy of the oblasts in the Western region of Ukraine. In the tourism market, the region is distinguished by a significant proportion of sanatorium and spa establishments (about 8% of the total). There therapeutic rehabilitation is provided by about 11% of all healthcare establishments in Ukraine. The average indicator of use of places in these establishments reaches the level of 31-55%. A significant proportion of hotel-type facilities (about 10% of the total) take about 8% of all tourists served in the country. However, the indicator of the hotel base is rather low (19-22%). Tour operators and travel agencies occupy 8% of the nationwide number, while locals now serve more than 8% of foreign tourists (Fig. 2), of which 6% are in Lviv oblast.

Western region of Ukraine is attractive by the following types of tourism: pedestrian, cycling, automobile, river, fishing, hunting, health, cognitive, professional and business, pilgrimage, nostalgic.

The health segment is one of the leading tourism industries in the Western region of Ukraine. Balneological and climatotherapeutic establishments provide a relatively high level of medical and preventive services. In Lviv and Ivano-Frankivsk oblasts there is a network of tourism areas with a significant concentration of such objects. These are, in particular, Truskavets (35 institutions), Morshyn (18), Opir and Stryi Valley (Slavske), Roztochya (Nemyriv). In Ivano-Frankivsk oblast there are areas on the territory of the so-called Velykyi Yaremche (Yaremche, Mykulychyn and Vorokhta), as well as Kosiv, Sheshory and Dolya. In Zakarpattia oblast, the tourism and receptive base is concentrated throughout the territory. Significant clusters of sanatorium and resort facilities are only in some resorts, such as Polyana, Synyak and Chynadiyevo, and recreational facilities – in the valley of the Uzh river in Mizhihirya.

The total length of the pedestrian paths is several hundred kilometers. However, there is no more
detailed information on this issue, except for data on the length of roads in the territory of national parks and the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve. The most pedestrian trails have no indication, or it is outdated. In addition, there are a small number of well-equipped places for recreation. This is especially important on the hiking trails leading to the peaks of Chornogora and on the popular tourist trails on the Polonynskyi ridge, in the Gorgany and Beskydy.

Cycling tourism has become successful only in recent years, with the gradual spread of mountain bikes. There are too few adapted and marked bicycle tracks, located mostly in the vicinity of the towns of Skole and Yaremche.

Particular attention deserves river tourism, which is experiencing a kind of regeneration in the region. The appearance of modern equipment (kayaks, canoes, etc.) has created new opportunities for this kind of tourism on the Cheremosh, Prut, Stryi, Tysa and Dniester. Now the most popular are rafting and water slides on the Prut and Cheremosh. It is advisable to borrow Polish experience in using the rivers for this type of tourism in terms of identifying and streamlining tracks (parking and dock, hire points).

The Western region has significant opportunities for the development of hunting tourism due to a high degree of afforestation and rich fauna. Hunting is mainly engaged in special state and military forestry (Roztochya, Skolivski Beskyd, Gorgany), equipped with places for hunting and hunting lounges.

Another feature of the development of tourism industry in the region is cognitive tourism, which covers the main cities with many historical and cultural attractions, as well as architectural monuments. At the same time, there are certain obstacles and difficulties for more intensive development of certain types of cognitive tourism, such as the lack of auxiliary infrastructure of the appropriate level of service. At present, the drawbacks are the absence (except Lviv) of tourism information points near objects, special identification of routes of city tours and information tables near objects that damages the tourist image of cities and settlements of the Western region of Ukraine. In cities (raion centers) there is a community base no higher than the average standard (2-3 stars), as well as moderate prices per night. There are also problems associated with the organization of city walking routes, ensuring the proper functioning of museum institutions. There is a rich spiritual culture in Western Ukraine – ethnic customs and rituals, folk crafts (bedding, wickerwork, wood carving, weaving, straw weaving, traditional sheep breeding, authentic cuisine, etc.). The monuments of architecture IX-XX centuries – constructions of Lviv, Zhovkva, Pidhirtsi, Galych, Uzhgorod, Mukachevo, Khotyn, Chernivtsi, archaeological monuments of international importance – Trypillya settlements on the Dniester, Old Slavonic settlements in Stilske, Plisnese, Zvenygorod, Vasyliv, Neporotove, Ruhotyn; the remnants of the ancient Galych in Krylos, the ruins of the rocky fortresses in Spas, Urych, Rozgirche, Bubnyshche, have particular importance for the development of cultural tourism. With regard to excursions to castles in Lviv and Zakarpattia oblasts, their readiness to accepting foreign tourists is considerably inferior to European models. The only exceptions are the castles in Olesk and Mukachevo, Uzhhorod, Zbarazh. In others restoration and upgrading works are in progress, there are no exhibits available for inspection, and the adjacent territories are not well-organized. In addition, there is a lack of proper attendant support and accommodation and gastronomic base of the appropriate level.

Special development in the region has become cognitive tourism by natural tourism objects, due to a network of national parks and six landscapes (Sianskyi, Polyanytskyi, Hal’tskyi, Dniister Canyon, Verhniidnistrovski Beskyd, “Znesinnya” in Lviv). There are dozens of nature reserves, among which: Reserve of the Dovbush Rocks (Bubnyshche), Urytskyi Rocks, Maniavskyi Falls, Narcysy Valley, Europe Center (Dilove near Rakhiv). In recent years, tourism infrastructure has been prepared and modernized in national parks: natural museums, thematic trails (national parks Yavorivskyi, Carpathian, Uzhanskyi) have been created. However, it would be advisable to create a network of trails and didactic-ecological centers, through which it is possible to conduct classes on the promotion of protected areas. There are six national parks in the region – Shatskyi, Yavorivskyi, Beskyd Skolivskiy, Synevyr, Uzhanskyi, Carpathian Biosphere Reserve, which allow developing specialized tourism (observation of nature, hunting with a camera, pedestrian, cycling, river tourism, etc.).

Nostalgic travel is an important component of the region’s tourism development. Numerous monuments of nostalgic tourism continue to require support from the international community, funds for reconstruction and adaptation for the purpose of nostalgic tourism. These are the castles in Zhovkva, Pidgirtsi, Nevyske and Korolevo, as well as Jewish cemeteries and German village settlements in Lviv and Ivano-Frankivsk oblasts.

At the same time, as the direction of professional and business tourism, the Western region of Ukraine is popular among business people of the Ukrainian capital. This is probably due to the fact that traveling from other regions of Ukraine can take from 16 to 24 hours. However, the Western region is often used for motivational trips (ski tours as rew-
ards for best employees or partners).

The largest centers of pilgrimage tourism in the Western region of Ukraine are St. George’s Cathedral, the Assumption Church, the Polish Cathedral in Lviv, the Krekhiv Monastery (near Lviv), the Goshiv Monastery (Ivano-Frankivsk oblast). Zarvanitsya, located in Ternopil oblast, Zimnenskyi Svyatogorskyi Monastery (Zimne village of the Volyn oblast), Holy Trinity Mezhyrtskyi Monastery XV-XVII centuries (Mezhyrich village, Rivne oblast), Holy Trinity Koretskyi Monastery XV-XVII centuries (Rivne oblast), Holy Trinity Dermanskyi Monastery, Fort XV-XVII centuries (Derman village, Rivne oblast), Svyatouspenska Univska Lavra (Peremyshylyan raion, Lviv oblast), Maniava Monastery (Ivano-Frankivsk oblast), Pidkaminets Monastery (Brody raion, Lviv oblast) are also worth visiting.

The development of automobile tourism is facilitated by the border oblast of the region, a network of automobile roads of national and international importance, as well as the intensive increase in the number of car owners in Ukraine over the last decade. In this connection, the development of road infrastructure is required. In recent years, the number of gas stations, service stations, motels, hotels, bars and cafes has considerably increased. However, the quantity and quality of the offered services is extremely insufficient. Given the regional situation at the intersection of international automobile roads, roadside infrastructure should increase at least several times to reach the level of neighboring countries. In order to revive international tourism, it is necessary to increase the number of border crossing points. According to the standards of the European Union, one border crossing point should be approximately 30 km border, whereas in the border oblasts of Ukraine, the distance between them is three or even four times higher.

Western oblasts in the Ukrainian tourism market have their specialization, formed on the basis of the range and level of services provided to tourists, as well as price policy. The tourism product of the region as a package, including visits, overnight stay, meals and transport, on the one hand, has retained its traditional specificity. On the other hand, it has gained new features related to innovations reflecting resource potential, as well as world trends. Traditional products, such as staying on holiday resorts, skiing, sightseeing, are now complemented by new ones, such as ethnographically-sentimental (visitors from neighboring countries and the Ukrainians living abroad), conference and ethnographic tourism.

**Mutual influence of the motor transport network and tourism industry of the Western region of Ukraine**

The analysis of transport and tourism spheres shows correspondences between them. There are many ways and criteria for classification of tourism types and here the focus is on two: the way of travel and the purpose of travel. The results of the analysis of correspondences are presented in two tables. They have a general trend character, allowing exceptions to certain unique situations. In parallel, it turns out that the types of tourism, highlighted by the way of travel, can be linearly arranged in accordance with the prevailing category of automobile roads.

Table 1 shows the trend correspondences between the types of tourism that are allocated by way of travel and are presented in the Western region of Ukraine and their accessibility in the main categories of automobile roads in the region. The last column “No automobile roads” in this table (and the following) concerns the territories of the region where there are no automobile roads. Categories of automobile roads are formulated by the last classification of 2006.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of tourism</th>
<th>Way of travel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On international automobile roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The automobile type of tourism uses travelling on all available automobile roads. However, on local automobile roads their quality can be rather low, but this is offset by the opportunity to see the deep-seated highly attractive tourism objects. Traveling by car requires not only automobile roads, but also refueling and service stations.

Cycling type of tourism is localized on all types of automobile roads, except international. In some situations, fragments of cycling travels out the automobile roads are possible along the routes of existing trails in the area.

Pedestrian tourism logically avoids large automobile roads and tends to be difficult for transport areas, as well as to places where there are no roads of any kind at all.

River tourism in general is not tied to the network of automobile roads. Exceptions may be intersection points of rivers with motorways.

Table 2 shows the trend correspondences between the types of tourism that are allocated by the purpose of travel and are typical for the Western region of Ukraine and their accessibility in the main categories of automobile roads in the region. In parallel, it turns out that the types of tourism, allocated for the purpose of travel, can be linearly arranged in accordance with the prevailing category of automobile roads.

Professional and business tourism logically tends to the administrative and business centers, which lie on the automobile roads of high and average level. Cognitive and health tourism are formally below the level. There is a difference between them because cognitive tourism tends to natural and historical and cultural objects, and health tourism tends to specialized health centers, mainly resorts, located in environmentally clean, distant from major motorways, areas.

Pilgrimage and nostalgic tourism occupy predominantly lower levels of road hierarchy, with some nostalgic travels to larger cities.

Fishing and especially hunting tourism logically tends to areas that are out of the automobile roads.

Conclusions
Density of public automobile roads in the Western region of Ukraine is quite high. In oblasts, in general, it corresponds to the level of tourism industry development (except Zakarpattia). The territorial gravity of the hotel business and tourist flows to the places of the developed network of automobile roads with amendment to the mountain areas of the Ukrainian Carpathians is observed.

According to the categories of automobile roads in the Western region of Ukraine, Lviv oblast has the best position, while Chernivtsi oblast has the worst position. The automobile roads of I and II categories, technical parameters of which correspond most closely to modern European and world requirements, are only 9.6% of total length of the roads in the Western region of Ukraine.

In the background of Ukraine, the Western region is allocated a large share of sanatorium and spa establishments (8%), a significant proportion of hotel-type objects (10%), a large share of all tourists (8%), and the same rate of foreign tourists.

The Western region of Ukraine is attractive for pedestrian, cycling, automobile, river, fishing, hunting, health, cognitive, professional and business, pilgrimage, nostalgic tourism.
An important factor in the development of tourism in the Western region of Ukraine is its border position on important trans-border motorways.

Western oblasts in the Ukrainian tourism market have their specialization, which is formed on the basis of the range and level of services provided to tourists, as well as price policy.

There is a trend correspondence between the types of tourism, allocated by way of travel and the prevailing category of automobile roads. Similarly, the dependence between the types of tourism, allocated for the purpose of travel and the prevailing category of automobile roads, is revealed. In both cases, the totality of tourism types can be linearly arranged according to the categories of roads, including a zero category “no automobile roads”.
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MOTOR TRANSPORT NETWORK IN THE WESTERN REGION OF UKRAINE AS A FACTOR OF TOURISM INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT

Formulation of the problem. Infrastructure can be a factor of certain industries’ development in the service sector. Conversely, the development of the service sector may stimulate infrastructure development.

Analysis of recent research and publications. Most of the research is devoted to issues of infrastructure and services separately, but not to the mutual influence of infrastructure and services.

Selection of previously unsettled parts of the general problem. For studying the peculiarities of the mutual influence of the motor transport network and specific types of tourism in the Western region of Ukraine the motor transport infrastructure was considered as part of general infrastructure and tourism industry as part of service sector.

Formulating the purpose of the paper. The purpose of the paper is the human and geographical analysis of the motor transport network of the Western region of Ukraine and spreading of the most developed types of tourism in the region in order to identify the features of their geospatial interdependence.

Presentation of the main research material. The network of public automobile roads in the Western region of Ukraine is rather dense, which corresponds to the level of development of the tourism industry in the oblasts. There is a territorial gravity of the subjects of the hotel business and tourist flows to the places of a developed network of automobile roads.

In order to analyze the motor transport and tourism spheres for correspondences between them, two classification criteria of types of tourism are selected: according to the way of travel and the purpose of travel. The types of tourism identified for each criterion can be linearly ordered in accordance with the predominant category of automobile roads.

Conclusions. Automobile type of tourism uses the ways of travel on all available automobile roads. Cycling type is localized on all types of automobile roads, except international motorways. Pedestrian tourism tends to places where there are no roads of any class at all.

Business tourism tends to the administrative and business centers that are on the priority automobile roads. Cognitive tourism tends to the natural, historical and cultural objects, while health tourism tends to the specialized health centers, mainly resorts. Pilgrim and nostalgic tourism occupy mostly lower levels of the hierarchy of automobile roads, although some nostalgic travels can be found in large cities. Fishing and, especially, hunting tourism tends to areas with no automobile roads.

Keywords: motor transport, roads, network, gravity, tourism, flow, oblast, region.
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